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The alloy Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 is shown to be singular relative to nearby alloys in three following
ways: �1� The austenite has remarkably high magnetization �1170 emu /cm3� and low magnetic
anisotropy. �2� The thermal hysteresis is near minimum. �3� The transformation temperature
�135 °C is unusually high. Because the unusually large magnetization and low hysteresis is seen
at relatively small applied fields, applications such as magnetic shape memory, energy conversion,
and solid state refrigeration may become practical. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3456562�

An attractive strategy for the discovery of new materials
is to combine a big first order phase transformation and
interesting electromagnetic properties.1 The change in
lattice parameters at transformation, together with the
lattice-parameter-sensitivity of electromagnetic properties,
suggests the two phases can have diverse properties. While
such phase transformations are sometimes not reversible,
there is increasing evidence that certain conditions for
low hysteresis1–4 promote cyclic reversibility. The alloy
Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10, with nonferromagnetic martensite and fer-
romagnetic austenite, was found using this strategy.

Because of their propensity toward ferromagnetism and
the abundance of martensitic phase transformations, Heusler
alloys provide attractive starting points for this strategy.
Beginning with the Ni2MnGa martensitic-ferromagnetic
alloy �Webster et al.5�, a large number of Heuslers with
phase transformations have been studied. Of particular rel-
evance to the present study are the NiMnX alloys, X=In, Sn,
and Sb,6,7 which have a martensitic transition from a weakly
ferromagnetic martensite phase �In this paper, Ms denotes the
martensite start temperature and ms denotes the saturation
magnetization.� �ms�40–80 emu /cm3� to a moderately fer-
romagnetic austenite phase �ms�150–200 emu /cm3�. As
shown by Kainuma et al.8 �also Ref. 9�, substitutions of Co
for Ni increase ms. For example, Ni43Co7Mn39Sn11 exhibits
ms�640 emu /cm3 at 4 T, while Ni45Co5Mn36.6In13.4 shows
ms�800 emu /cm3 at 7 T.10,11 Exceptionally low thermal
hysteresis is seen12 in the magnetization versus temperature
curves in the alloy Ni47Co3Mn37Sn13 at fields of 5 T.

The conditions for low thermal hysteresis and reversibil-
ity that guide our compositional changes are described
elsewhere.1–3 The particular condition used here is �2=1,
where �2 is the middle eigenvalue of the transformation
stretch matrix. A growing body of work establishes a signifi-
cant relation between �2=1 and hysteresis. For example, in a
recent study of alloys of TiNiCuPd by Zarnetta et al.4 it is
found that the thermal hysteresis drops precipitously from
about 70 °C to near zero as �2→1, and this is accompanied
by an improvement of the alloy stability under repeated
transformation. The condition �2=1 is a necessary and suf-
ficient condition that there exists an unstressed, untwinned

interface between the phases. Recent theoretical work3 cor-
relates the presence of this kind of interface with a dramatic
decrease in the energy barrier accompanying the growth of
the incipient phase. Following work of Krenke et al.,13 our
starting point was the basic system Ni50Mn50−xSnx, which
shows low thermal hysteresis at x=10. We determined from
x-ray measurements that �2 was slightly greater than 1 in
Ni50Mn40Sn10 and increases strongly with x.14 We thus de-
creased the Sn content and achieved �2=1 and minimum
hysteresis at about x=9, at which composition the hysteresis
decreased to about 6 °C by our differential scanning calo-
rimetry �DSC� measurement. From compositions near this
minimum hysteresis alloy we substituted Co for Ni, and used
the goal �2=1, to arrive at the present alloy. Our experimen-
tal methods are described in detail in Ref. 3. Figure 1 shows
DSC curves for Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10. Both forward and reverse
martensitic transitions are accompanied by well-defined
peaks, arising from the latent heat of the transformation. The
temperatures for the forward and reverse transformation are
denoted As �austenite start�, Af �austenite finish�, Ms �marten-
site start�, and Mf �martensite finish�. The formula Af −Ms is
used to calculate the thermal hysteresis and this is found to
be 6 °C. This was the lowest value of hysteresis found
among the alloys Ni50Mn50−xXx �X=Sn, In; x
=9,10,11,12,13 and Ni50−xCoxMn40Sn10; x=3,5 ,7 ,9, the

a�Electronic mail: james@umn.edu. FIG. 1. Heat flow vs temperature in Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10.
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full details will be reported in Ref. 14�. The change in en-
thalpy �H is calculated to be 1.52 J/g. Using the formulas
�S=�H /T0 where T0=1 /2�Ms+Af� we calculate the change
in entropy at the transformation to be 11.63 mJ/gK. These
values are similar to those found in NiMnX �X=Sn,In�.13

X-ray diffraction measurements on Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10
showed an austenite phase having a diffraction pattern
consistent with a L21 Heusler-type structure with a0
=0.5986 nm ��0.0001�. The martensite phase exhibited a
5M modulated monoclinic structure with lattice para-
meters a=0.4405 nm, b=0.5642 nm, c=2.1680 nm, and
�=87.03°. By comparison, the martensite of the base alloy
Ni50Mn40Sn10 is reported as 7M monoclinic.13 These lattice
parameters give a value �2=1.0032 �Refs. 15 and 16�. This is
quite close to 1. By way of comparison, in a recent study4 on
a broad variety of alloys of the NiTiCuPd system prepared
by combinatorial synthesis methods, most alloys having
��2−1��0.0032 exhibited thermal hysteresis in the range
0–10 °C, whereas most alloys with ��2−1��0.01 exhibited
hysteresis in the range than 30–70 °C.

Figure 2 shows the thermomagnetization curves for
Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 obtained at the modest fields H=0.5 and
1 T. The magnetization is constant �nearly zero� at tempera-

tures below transformation, and there is an abrupt and re-
markable change in magnetization at about 130 °C. Already,
a low temperature nonferromagnetic martensite and a high
temperature ferromagnetic austenite is quite unusual. The
hysteresis measured here is about 10 °C, a little higher than
that given by calorimetry. The discrepancy between these
two data may have resulted from different specimen sizes,
slightly different compositions, or different heating and cool-
ing rates. There is no significant change in the transition
temperatures and thermal hysteresis with applied field from
H=0.5 to 1 T. However, one can estimate from the small
displacement of the graphs the value 2.6 °C per T�1 °C
and this lies in the range allowed by the Clausius–Clapeyron
equation based on the latent heat given above. At H=1 T,
during reverse transformation from austenite to martensite,
the magnetization of the sample drops from 1270 to
35 emu /cm3. This seems to be the largest change reported in
this system, including measurements done at large applied
fields. One can also see from Fig. 2 that the transformation
temperatures are surprisingly high. Most previously studied
alloys in the broad system NiCoMn�In, Sn, Sb� have trans-
formation temperatures near or below room temperature.

Figure 3 shows the average magnetization versus field
plots at different temperatures, 100, 130, 135, and 145 °C,
labeled a, b, c, and d, respectively. Even relatively far below
As at 100 °C, the sample is not purely paramagnetic and the
behavior suggests inhomogeneity. Just below transformation
at 130 °C the graph suggests ferromagnetism but with nearly
zero remanence and coercivity. The absence of a clear satu-
ration suggests either inhomogeneity or else a gradual ferri-
magnetic to ferromagnetic transition. Figures 3�c� and 3�d�
show the full development of the magnetic moment
�1170 emu /cm3�. Both the unusually large moment at
small applied field as well as the unusual softness are
clear from these graphs. These graphs exhibit the highest
moment and highest susceptibility we found among the
alloys Ni50Mn50−xXx �X=Sn, In, x=9,10,11,12,13;
Ni50−xCoxMn41Sn9, x=3,5 ,7 ,9; and Ni50−xCoxMn40Sn10,
x=3,5 ,7 ,9 �see Ref. 14��.

These alloys include those with both higher and lower
Co and Sn contents. In particular, we found tremendous

FIG. 2. Average magnetization vs temperature in Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 at ap-
plied fields H=0.5 and 1.0 T.

FIG. 3. Magnetization vs field in Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 at
temperatures 100, 130, 135, and 145 °C. Each mea-
surement was preceded by heating to the Curie
temperature.
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sensitivity to compositional change. Starting with
Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10, a decrease of 1% of Sn, substituting for
Mn, results in a drop of the magnetic moment almost two
orders of magnitude �to 25 emu /cm3�. Again starting with
Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10, an increase of 2% of Co, substituting for
Ni, results in a decrease in the magnetic moment by about a
factor of about 2. A decrease of 2% of Co, substituted by Ni,
results in a decrease in the magnetic moment by a factor of
almost 4. The fact that these three unusual properties—high
transformation temperature, large moment at small field, and
�2�1—occur simultaneously in Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 could be
coincidental, but invites speculation. There is not expected to
be a correlation between these properties; the transition tem-
perature is determined by the equality of free energies of the
two phases, the magnetic moment is a bulk property deter-
mined from the electronic structure, and �2=1 is an interfa-
cial property related to the coexistence of the two phases at
nucleation. However, there are possible interesting scenarios
where these properties could be related. For example, �2=1
allows an unstressed, untwinned interface between the two
phases. If �2�1 then the growth of austenite is accompanied
by finely twinned martensite. This condition is not only rel-
evant to the nucleus, but also to the partly or fully trans-
formed phase. When �2�1 the passage of austenite/
martensite interfaces converting one phase to another leave
in their wake a high density of twins. Optical micrographs of
martensite in Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10 reveal a high density of mar-
tensite plates of width 5–10 �m. When �2�1 these are
expected to be internally twinned at nanometer scale. In a
recent high resolution TEM study17 of several alloys in the
family Ti50Ni50−xPdx with x chosen so that �2 approaches 1,
there is considerable loss of fine structure at nanometer scale
as �2→1.

In this scenario alloys with �2�1, as in
Ni45Co5Mn40Sn10, are expected to have many fewer nano-
scale interfaces than nearby alloys. This would lower overall
free energy of the martensite, and therefore raise the trans-
formation temperature, as is seen. Some of this complexity
could also, to a lesser extent, be inherited by the austenite
during transformation, particularly if it has an inhomoge-
neous tweed structure. Such an inhomogeneous structure is
in fact suggested by the slow saturation of the magnetization
curves. It is also consistent with the overall observation that
the exceptionally high magnetic moment occurs near the
transformation temperature, dropping off to near zero in the

martensite but also dropping off quite rapidly also in the
austenite. If so, a simpler austenite tweed associated with a
�2=1 alloy may be able to exhibit increased alignment of
magnetization and increased softness. These conjectures,
which would imply an unexpected relation between �2=1
and magnetic properties, await elucidation by further careful
studies.
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